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INTRODUCTION
Indoor pollution is a very topical issue. The quality of the air indoors, in fact, is a fundamental factor for 
health and comfort for people.
A study by the Ministry of Health shows that the indoor air is up to 20 times more polluted than the outdoor 
one, just consider the presence of mold, formaldehyde, VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds) and the very 
high concentration of CO2 released into the air through breathing: on average 22,000 breaths per day and 
12,000 liters of air for each individual, inevitably degrading the internal air of every environment.
All this leads to malaise, unhealthiness and a reduction in working capacity.
Natural ventilation, by opening the windows, is not always feasible, as well as energetically expensive.

In low-consumption buildings, the amount of energy dispersed by ventilation is no longer negligible, so much 
so that it is no longer possible to build a Class A building without recovering the heat from the air. It can 
be said that a class A building corresponds to a Class B building in which the ventilation system with high 
efficiency heat recovery has been added. 
In a building in zone E-F, where a heat recovery unit with an efficiency exceeding 90% is installed, 
20-35 kWh / sq m year are saved.
Thanks to a climatic ventilation system, in a building with a high-performance envelope, it is possible to 
obtain a reduction in plant and energy supply costs and an increase in the value of the building itself as well 
as the well-being of the people who live there. 
(Source: https://www.expoclima.net/vmc-alti-livelli-di-comfort-e-abbattimento-dei-consumi)

In order to make the air in indoor environments less polluted, the need arose to use a 
controlled mechanical ventilation system, which guarantees both proper air exchange 
and energy savings by recovering heat.
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SOLUTIONS FOR CORRECT AIR CIRCULATION

Natural Ventilation
managed by manually opening the windows

Centralized Mechanical controlled Ventilation

De-Centralized Mechanical Controlled Ventilation

Point Mechanical Controlled Ventilation
with heat recovery and air exchange NEXT-AIR

Point Mechanical Controlled Ventilation
with sanitization and heat recovery NEXT-AIR Plus
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NEXT-AIR
AIR SANITIZATION SYSTEM
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The “air sanitation system” patent named Next-Air relates to a heat recovery system to be 
installed on the perimeter wall of a building.
Next-Air is composed of modules that perform different stages of air filtration. The patent defines a three-
phase filtration system: in Silver, UV-C sterilization and O3 generation. The combination of the various stages 
allows you to constantly maintain optimal levels of air quality inside the room, eliminating harmful compounds. 
There are no chemical additives and the Silver filter has a self-cleaning capacity which significantly extends 
the maintenance interval.
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NEXT-AIR
Next-Air is based on a Mechanical Controlled Ventilation (MCV) and closed spaces sanitization studied by 
NIR with the purpose of satisfying the indoor comfort needs, guaranteeing the healthiness of the air that we 
breathe. 
The real innovation of the system concerns the particular cylindrical structure  of the ventilation 
device that allows easy integration with the most advanced  bacterial disinfection technologies:
• OZONATION SYSTEM
• UV-c LED RAYS
• SILVER FILTRATION SYSTEM
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Next-Air by NIR  is based on a decentralized mechanical ventilation system. 

There are two types of controlled mechanical ventilation: centralized and decentralized. 
• Centralized ventilation is characterized by a single heart that pushes air flows into every environment through 

ducts. This setting entails high installation costs, since each room must receive a pipeline, maintenance costs 
for the periodic sanitization  of the ducts, and a high energy impact (up to 4.8 kWh / day). 

• Point ventilation, on the other hand, is designed to alternate short cycles  of external/internal -  
internal/external ventilation for constant air recirculation, without compromising the comfort of people, and 
with 5 times lower consumption than centralized systems.

NIR adopts the point solution with the aim of ensuring comfort, also aiming  at an efficiency 
energy with a more accurate management of energy, and recovering more than 80% of 
heat, with much lower consumption.

Mechanical Controlled Ventilation
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During the external/internal ventilation cycles the various sanitization phases  intervene in the following way. 
During the suction phase, a sensor measures the quantity of dust, pollen and particulate in the air, with the 
bacteria associated with it, the generator calibrates the intake of ozone according to the data received. 
If the environment is manned, the release of ozone it will be circumscribed within  the cylindrical unit, in order to 
bind to the particles in suspension which, thanks to  the special electrostatic filter, will not be released environment. 
Therefore, there will be no release of ozone into the environment when it is manned.

During the disinfection phase, the ozone generator blows its maximum flow rate available in an unattended 
environment. It is preferable to carry out disinfection within hours at night so that, when work resumes, the ozone 
concentration returns within the safety limits.

Sanification and disinfection 



ozonator

Ag+ filter
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TECNOLOGY
Next-Air has a cylindrical structure that easily integrates with the most advanced bacterial disinfection 
technologies. Given the delicate socio-economic context  of the world, the World Health Organization 
recognizes that the only strategy aimed at reducing the possibility of contagion lies in the total disinfection 
of the  environments and surfaces in contact with the “inhabitants”. 
Disinfection is precisely a measure designed to reduce by killing, inactivation  or removal/dilution, the greatest 
amount of microorganisms such as bacteria,  viruses, fungi, protozoa, spores, in order to control the risk of 
infection for people  or contamination of objects or environments.
The most suitable disinfection technologies that can be easily integrated with  the ventilation system proposed 
by NIR are listed below.
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HOW IT WORKS

Ozone is a highly unstable natural gas, made up of trivalent oxygen (3 oxygen 
atoms), endowed with a great oxidizing power.
Chemical oxidation is the mechanism behind the degradation process which 
 eliminates viruses, bacteria, pathogens and fungi, preventing them to spread 
and replicate. Being unstable, ozone is reduced a few minutes after use in 
molecular oxygen, without leaving any trace or chemical residue, unpleasant 
odors or stains on fabrics. Since ozone is heavier than air, it manages to 
penetrate the tissues and arrive where other systems would disperse their 
own disinfectant power; it has been  calculated that through ozone sanitization 
values   are obtained 2000 times higher than traditional systems.

Germicidal UV-c led rays avoid the use of invasive chemicals.
Next-Air uses UV-c led rays with wavelengths between 200 and 280 nanometer, 
which neutralize pathogens. Just as led lighting systems have represented the 
evolution of lighting, the use  of the same technology will become essential in 
the field of sanitizing environments.

In Italy the Ministry of Health, with protocol No. 24482 of 07/31/1996, recognized the ozone sanitization 
system as a natural safeguard for the sterilization of environments contaminated by bacteria, viruses, spores, 
etc. and infested from mites and insects. 
The integration of an ozonator inside Next-Air constitutes a further one barrier against pathogens.

PHASE 1: OZONIZATION / IONIZATION

PHASE 2: UV-c LED RAYS
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The heart of the system concerns the air exchanger with electrostatic filter, 
and heat recovery, thanks to an electrostatic charge, attracts and blocks on 
its sur f ace  the particles of dust, VOC, pollen, bacteria etc, impending their 
propagation in closed spaces. In humid conditions the pure silver filter emits 
the AG2+ ion, which,  increasing the triggered oxidative function from ozone, 
fortified sanitation process, making it more punctual and specifies the attention 
of UV-c rays.

PHASE 3 : SILVER FILTER
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SILVER FILTER
SIMPLIFIED MAINTENANCE 

The si l ver filter is equipped with a suitable sensor, designed by the NIR laboratories, which, 
analyzing the attractiveness of the filter, transmits the need to regenerate it  to the control board.
In the internal / external phase, the control board will start the filter cleaning system by operating 
piezoelectric transducers, without human intervention. The organic material, previously attracted 
and deposited on the filtering surface,  is subjected to a frequency of periodic oscillations such as 
to trigger the resonance  of the material and its detachment from the surface. With this mode it 
will be possible to maintain the device in a very easy and fast way, thus lengthening the periodic 
intervals in which to foresee the ordinary maintenance.
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Innovative technology
Next-A i r uses technologies independent 
between them, synergistic and complementary, 
with the purpose of guaranteeing,  in addition 
to air healthiness, also efficient management 
of the thermal flows and high housing comfort.

Easy to install
Thanks to the tubular construction Next-Air is 
easy to install on various walls thicknesses. It 
also requires no tracks on the walls thanks to 
the use  of the complementary system Next-
Tape b y  NIR, the revolutionary adhesive flat 
electric  wire. 

Adaptability
Next-A i r is integrable in various type of 
building, from public to private. 

Sustainabilty
Next-A i r can also be powered by very low 
voltag e  (48 V DC) by means of a charge 
controller connected to a photovoltaic system 
as pri m ary source and accumulation by 
batteries.

Maintenance
The st r ucture is such as to allow simplified 
filter maintenance plug & play.

Energy Saving
Worki n g punctually in each environment, 
thanks to its modularity, Next-Air guarantees 
high p erformance and maximum energy 
efficiency with heat recovery.

What makes Next-AIR  different from traditional systems of 
aerations?
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Next-Air system aim, in addition to sanitizing the air, is to ensure a healthy and comfortable microclimate, 
guaranteeing the correct room temperature, adequate air circulation and a controlled humidity rate.

In addition, Next-Air integrates point controlled mechanical ventilation (VMC) and air sanitization into a single 
system.

Thanks to Next-Air, the state-of-the-art wall system that guarantees a constant exchange of clean air in the 
interior, heat is recovered as much as possible, which would otherwise be dispersed outside, with significant 
waste of energy.
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PLUS

BENESSERE FISICO ED IGIENE
• Air exchange;
• Control of internal pollutants;
• Humidity control;
• Abatement of pollutants released from the outside;
• Absence of drafts caused by opening the windows;
• Reduction of harmful substances contained in furnishings and paints.

LIVING COMFORT
• Absence of noises deriving from opening windows;
• Elimination of the problem of mold on the walls;
• Elimination of bad smells;
• Silent operation;
• Application versatility;
• Compact size of the system.

ENERGY AND COST SAVINGS
• Reduction of energy consumption due to heat recovery;
• Reduction of costs deriving from the absence of canalization works;
• Reduction of heating and air conditioning costs;
• Increase in the value of the property due to the greater energy performance;
• Low installation costs.
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APPLICATIONS
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